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Deﬁning Central American mini-cities with European
covered passages’ fusion of spaces and times
Sabrine Schnell

Central American mini-cities are described as new real-estate products in the beginning of
the 21st century. “These are projects of private initiative that combine urban mixed uses,
creating a multifunctional territory, materialized in a landscape and in a morphology determined by structuring elements that appeal to the principles of New Urbanism” (Acosta,
2020). Among their characteristics are their diversity of goods and services, functions and
relationships. Their three basic uses are residential, commercial and entertainment. This letter suggests a novel proposal to characterize and deﬁne these recent urban forms, as part of
the continuation of a broader and pioneering doctoral investigation (Acosta, 2020b) which
had as a main goal dealing with “how mini-cities are participating in the process of urban
restructuring by playing a compensatory role in the face of metropolitan challenges, introducing new socio-economic dynamics, modifying factual and symbolic centralities and changing
commercial relationships between urbanites and other typologies” (p. 3). Its contribution is
broad, tackling a wide variety of subjects within the urban geography local studies.
This research suggests a deeper historical comparison between European covered passageways and mini-cities, in order to identify structural, behavioural, architectonic, economic, residential and social patterns, to contribute to a more solid deﬁnition of the real estate product.
This is with the objective of avoiding a possible denial of their exceptionalism due to similarities with other broadly negatively criticized commercial and residential typologies inherited
from the processes of globalization (malls and gated communities). The leisure and residential functional perspective will be proposed to be addressed later as part of this deﬁnition
research.
This proposal will aide to the deﬁnition and further discussion of mini-cities, as these
have not yet been debated or justiﬁed by research in Central American urban geography, beAcademia Letters, April 2021
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fore Acosta’s (2017, 2018, 2020a, 2020b) initial investigations. It has rather been a term
proposed and used by the population, the press and the developers themselves, and eventually appropriated by Acosta’s pioneer doctoral research. In this sense, this actual proposal of
extending comparable similarities with other commercial spaces, aids in the delimitation of
their sense of being.
I recognize the semantic complexity that the term “city” entails and that its diﬀerentiation
and deﬁnition date from a long historical process (Topalov et al., 2010). Likewise, I emphasize that the concept has presented semantic ﬂexibility over time, since it has responded to
diﬀerent realities. Assuming this concept might be a “challenging wake-up call”, in the words
of Vidoletti (2017, parag. 5), and this letter addresses the need to deepen in the discussions
and analysis of its meanings in the various contexts, according to the situation and actors who
use it. It is also a way of questioning its meaning, use, function and reason for being within
each the urban reality.
Although souks and bazaars are enriching in terms of morphologies, activities, economies
and internal dynamics, another typology has been more widely used to draw an evolutionary
line of commercial spaces: European passageways. Although it is true that various texts
have been dedicated to its study, the comparison with Central American mini-cities is novel,
especially because their architectonic theming strategies emulate, explicitly and implicitly,
many characteristics and functions of historical passages. In this letter I would like to initially
propose a brief example of comparison English arcades and Parisian galleries. This could be
extended to souks and bazars, for instance.
In the context of the heyday of the textile trade, the Parisian passageways developed (Benjamin, 1972, 1989) as a typology, which, like the mini-cities, responded to an economic,
social and political situation of the moment. Regardless of their form, the covered passages
oﬀer functions and activities in various formats, some emphasizing more monumentalism and
luxury than others; be it from the Italian galleries such as the Vittorio Emanuele II in Milan,
the passages in Paris, such as the Panoramas, the arcades in Great Britain or even the Great
Goum in Moscow (ﬁgure 1).
Historically, each urban form has undergone mutations and changes in each country, responding to the technological and economic advances in their location. Likewise, they have
been oriented to diﬀerent population segments and their own activities have also evolved.
The passages experienced changes in the economic structure when the commercial exchanges
began to oﬀer various products and services to include diﬀerent social strata. Urban forms
evolved to oﬀer luxury spaces and products. The Galerie Vivienne, Colbert, Verdeau and
Véro-Dodat (ﬁgure 2), in Paris, were characterized by architectures and decorations that provided more luxury, with decorative details and novelties such as roundabouts, which provided
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Figure 1. Covered passages and commercial spaces with monumental luxury architectures.
Goum, Moscow, Russia (left), Vittorio Emanuele II, Milan, Italy (right). Source: author’s
collection (January, 2016; October, 2016).
aesthetic solutions to changes of direction. These designs meant that when entering a covered
passage the feeling of entering another world is recreated, forgetting the external one. This
is what also the mini-cities aim to create by being designed as “immersive spaces” (Lukas,
2007, 2008, 2013), for the user to forget the “outside world” and feel involved in another one,
where they can fulﬁl their needs to reside, shop and entertain themselves (Acosta, 2020b).
Drawing a ﬁrst and brief illustrative example with the Guatemalan mini-city Ciudad Cayalá, we can identify that its fashion sector has been themed as if it was a Parisian passage
(ﬁgure 3). It is called Pasaje Estilo [Style Passage] and the ceiling even imitates the metallic
structures of the historic European passages. This design invites the user to be transported
to another space, another country, another world. This theming emulates the success and
luxury of a city historically associated with fashion: Paris. It is a journey not only in space
but in time as well. The Guatemalans or the tourists are geographically disassociated from
Guatemala City and taken through a passage where they could feel all freedom to buy, socialize, and spend time, without any anguish about what may be happening in the outside world.
De Moncan (2012) wonders if it could not be called a city within the city or a miniature world
Academia Letters, April 2021
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Figure 2. Parisian galleries and passages. Galerie Vivienne (left) and Passage Verdeau
(right) (2017).Source: author’s collection (August, 2017; May, 2017).
where the ﬂâneur would ﬁnd everything they need, just like in mini-cities.
On the other hand, London arcades were luxury commercial spaces, without cafes and
without restaurants and only shopping were allowed in these privileged spaces. There were
hairdressers, dressmakers, hat makers, jewellers, watchmakers, sale of umbrellas, tobacco,
ﬂorists, pastry shops, bookstores, among other services. These kinds of details are suggested
to be analysed to draw conclusions and reﬂections towards the actual Central American real
estate products and their interactions within and with the surrounding city.
To conclude the proposal within this letter, I would like to draw the attention to the idea
according to De Moncan (2003), who suggests that the passages are like an agora in modern
times, since it is like being in a city where not only economic activities are found, but you
can also participate in cultural and meeting activities. This type of analysis will contribute to
an improved deﬁnition of mini-cities which will eventually catapult other questionings such
as: to what extent are actual mini-cities a novelty, a repetition or an improved continuation of
pre-existing urban forms? From this deﬁnition and comparison, could we ask if mini-cities
are introducing radical or mild economic and urban dynamics to our metropolises? Further
and broader questioning will and must be proposed to enrich the constantly changing local
urban geography studies in order to encourage additional understandings that might render
European models less central.
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Figure 3. Paseo Estilo, Ciudad Cayalá, Guatemala (2018). Source: author’s collection
(March, 2018).
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